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A STATISTICAL STUDY OF
OREGON COASTAL WINDS

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is a study of the winds recorded by a wind gauge

located near the mouth of Yaquina Bay,, Oregon, from March 3, 1969,

to October 31, 1969.

The purposes of the paper are two The first is to describe the

wind gauge and to report the effects that the adjacent topography had

on the wind data recorded. The second is to discuss some significant

periodic changes which occurred in the wind regime during the interval

of time under study.

This study is limited in time by the facts that the gauge was in-

stalled on March 3, 1969, and that only the first eight months of data

had been digitized by the time I started the analysis. This period in-

cludes the period of coastal upwelling. tJpweiling is the most signifi-

cant oceanographic phenomenon observed along this coast. For this

reason, many other types of data which may be correlated with local

winds were also recorded, and appreciable interest in the use of these

data by other investigators has already been expressed.

The aper first discusses the literature describing upwelling

and the relationships between wind and the flow of ocean waters. It

then considers what is known about the factors affecting coastal wind
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(principally pressure and local topography). The next section dis-

cusses the location and the operation of the gauge. Following this is a

description of the data and an explanation of the statistics which were

used in the analysis. Section six describes the results of the analysis.

Section seven contains the conclusions and section eight contains the

recommendations.



II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Wind Data as a Factor in Oceanographic Studies

An understanding of the horizontal surface wind regime is needed

so that the correlation between wind and currents, including upwelling,

can be studied. Smith (1968) gave an excellent review of upwelling

and showed that there is a large body of literature on the subject, He

and later, Fisher (1970), reviewed the theories on coastal upweliing

and concluded that the wind was very important, if not the most im-

portant factor in coastal upwelling.

The wind enters the theory of upwelling as friction at the air-sea

interface, According to Sverdrup (1957), the horizontal components

of the equation of motion for most oceanographic applications are

and

Du- = -a +fv+aR,
DT Dx x

Dv- = -a--fu+aR .
DT Dy y

In these expressions, f is the coriolis parameter and a is the specif-

ic volume of sea water, R and R represent the friction, and when
x y

evaluated at the surface equal the x and y components of the wind

stress. This substitution follows the suggestion by Taylor (1916) who

said that the skin friction on the earth's surface is proportional to the



square of the wind velocity.

Smith (1968) indicated that the wind stress cannot be directly

measured and that the only suitable formula for computing wind stress

is:

T = PaCD4
Here T is wind stress, a

is density of air, CD is coefficient of

drag, and U is vector wind, Smith, Pattullo, and Lane (1966) applied

this formula in their calculation of Ekman transport, They found that

the amount of transport depended on the source of wind data,

Montgomery (1936) felt that if the wind observations were few in

number that it was better to use wind computed from surface pressure

charts than to use sparse direct measurements, The first comparison

of winds computed from pressure measurements off the Oregon Coast

and winds measured at sea was conducted by Panshin in 1967. He

concluded that winds observed aboard the YAQUINA (Oregon Stat&s

research vessel) were in good agreement with the computed winds,

but that winds recorded on WODECO Ill differed markedly, The dis-

crepancies noted may be due to differences in locations of the vessels,

but I suspect that the principal cause was the quality of the observa-

tional procedures used, Panshin validly pointed out that direct wind

measurements along the coast are rare.
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The first comparison of winds compute-cl from pressure measure.

ments off the Oregon Coast and winds measured on the coast itself was

conducted by Fisher in 1970. He concluded that the winds computed

from weather maps drawn at six hours intervals were in good agree-

ment with the winds computed from maps displaying monthly mean

surface pressure distributions, both differed markedly with winds re-

corded by the Ti, S. Coast Guard in their observation post at Yaquina

Bay. Fisher felt that this discrepancywas due to the orographic

effects in the vicinity of the observation post.

It is apparent that a reliable wind source, which is a good mdi-

cator of the coastal wind regime, is necessary in the study of local

oceanographic phenomena, it has not yet been adequately determined

here.

Influences on Oregon Coastal Winds

The pressure distribution causes the prevailing winds to come

from the southwest in winter and from the northwest in summer.

During spring and fall the wind is in a state of transition from one

prevailing wind to the other prevailing wind (Kendrew, 1942). Cooper

(1958) arrives at basically the same conclusion which is that the wind

is from the soi.thwest in the winter and from the northwest in the

summer. He further concludes that in the winter easterly breezes

are most frequent, but are low in speed, and that the winter



southwesterly winds are less frequent than the summer northwesterly

winds, but are higher in speed.

The difference between the frictional effects of the sea and the

frictional effects of the land will affect the surface wind at the coast.

If the wind at the coast is produced by a cyclonic wind regime centered

off the coast it will have a tendency to converge at the coast producing

southerly winds with higher speeds. If the wind at the coast is pro-

duced by an anticycionic wind regime centered off the coast it will

have a tendency to diverge at the coast producing northerly winds with

lower speeds (Elliott, 1969).

Lowry (1962) conducted a quantitative study of the sea breeze in

Northwest Oregon, an area of complex topography along a straight

coast, in mid-latitude. He concluded that im July and August the sea

breeze was one of the predominant factors in the areaTs climate,

Haurwitz (1947) set up an analytical model of the sea-land breeze

which is a function of temperature difference between land and sea,

the friction of the land, Coriolis force, and the diurnal change in

temperature difference. The model produces a rotating sea-land

breeze vector, the locus of end points of which form an ellipse.

Haurwitz showed that his model agreed with observed data. The sea-

land breeze effect here is thus superimposed upon the prevailing

winds,
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III. LOCATION AND OPERATION OF
THE WIND GAUGE

The cup aneomemeter and the vane are located 125 feet south of

the South Jetty on the permanent berm, The South Jetty is the south-

em jetty of Yaquina Bay which is approximately 95 miles south of the

mouth of the Columbia River. The mast is approximately twenty-

eight feet high and the ground elevation is approximately twenty-five

feet above sea revel (Oregon State University, 1968), Vegetation in

the immediate vicinity is beach grass and small shrubs, There are

two sectors which contain possible obstructions to the wind pattern.

The first, between 006° and 03 2°, includes the city of Newport which

is at an approximate range of 3500 feet from the wind gauge, The

second, between 0760 and 1 830, includes a series of densely wooded

hummocks which are oriented approximately north-northeast and

sourth-southeast and are at an approximate range of 1800 feet from

the wind gauge, A map of the area is shown in Figure 1.

The wind gauge consists of two separate systems, one for direc-

tion and one for speed, Once every minute the direction subsystem

recorded the wind direction, If the wind blew from within 67
° of a

cardinal point it was recorded as having a componenet from that

cardinal point (Burdwell, 1970). Figure 2 shows the recording arcs

of the direction subsystem, The series of Fortran program (included

in Appendix A) which I developed compute the mean direction, accurate
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to within ± 22°, that the wind came from during the hour. The mean

direction is the direction of the vector sum of four vectors (north,

east,. south, and west). The number of minutes that the wind blew

from each cardinal point is used as the vector length.

The speed subsystem indicated the passage of every mile of

wind. The series of Fortran program which I developed use the re-

corded number of miles per hour and a calibration correction provid-

ed by U. S. Department ofCommerceetal. (1970)as the mean

scalar speed.

The recorder is located at the Marine Science Center, Newport,

Oregon. It is an Esterline Angus Model AW Operation Recorder

which can be used to record any time dependent event. The record is

made on a strip chart which is driven past a series of pens. The de-

vice can operate up to twenty pens; however, during the period under

study four pens were used for recording thedirection and one pen was

used. for recording the speed,

The record is punctuated with missing data due to malfunctions

of various components. At times both direction and speed subsystems

were out of order, at other times only one was out of order, The

direction subsystem was out of order in 2, 7% of all observations, The

speed subsystem was out of order in 10. 7% of all observations. The

entire system was out of order in 11.3% of all observations,
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IV. THE DATA

The data consisted of 5000 hourly observations. In order to

examine wind changes with time I decided to select suitable sets from

among this large initial sample. First I compiled. au data taken dur-

ing a given month. Then I divided this set into three subsets, each

including all data collected during a specified time interval eight

hours in length. 1 had noticed early in the experiment that there were

marked changes in wind around 0890 and also close to 1600 each day.

I used these times and, applying symmetry, 2400 as the end-points

of the intervals. 0100 to 0800 is called the morning interval, 0900 to

1600 the midday interval, and 1700 to 2400 the evening interval. My

large initial sample has thus been subdivided into thirty-two sub-

samples which can be compared.
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V. STATISTICS USED IN THE ANALYSIS

This section discusses the statistical tools which were used in

the analysis of the data,

The mean, variance, and standard deviation were calculated for

each of the following variables: direction, speed, and the U and V

components of speed, The formulas used for these statistics are:

n
lvmean x = ) X

Lj 1

1

n
2 1 S' 2variance s = (x. - x)n-i Li 1

I

standard deviation s

Where x is an observation and n is the number of observations
1

(Wine, 1964),

I decided to use the statistics of U and V for the basis of my

analysis, since they tend to be normally distributed (Brooks and

Carruthers, 1953). I further assumed that U and V were independ-

ently distributed. This makes it possible to use well known techniques

for the statistical analysis Unfortunately when I computed the U

and V correlation and autocorrelation coefficients for the months of

June and July they turned out to be significant. This implies that a
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better procedure for future studies would be to use time series anal-

ysés, In this thesis U and V are treated as an independent, normal9

bivariate distribution.

I computed the 95% confidence intervals for the true means of

all the U's and V's of all the various subsets of data. The formula

used for the 95% confidence interval is:

- t( 025)(n1) < < + t( 02)(nLl)

i equals the true mean, t( 025)(nl) equals the Student 't' statistic

with (n-i) degrees of freedom. The probability of 't' being greater

than t( 025)(n-1) or less than _t( 025)(nl) is . 05. n equals the

number of observations in the set, equals the variance, and 3

equals the sample mean (Wine, 1964).

In order to determine if there was a significant difference be-

tween the morning,, midday, and evening mean wind vectors and the

monthly mean wind vector, I computed the following contrasts between

the components which are distributed with the Student 't' distribution

(Wine, 1964):
3

mx.

it (in.
)sJ_i
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Where t n._3) equals the Student 't' statistic with ( ni_3) de-

grees of freedom,

1

Contrast U or Vmorning U or Vmidday or Vevening

1 2 -1 -1

2 -1 2 -1

3 -1 -1 2

1 2 2 2

j
(n1-1)s + (n2-l)s2 + (n3-l)s3

S = I ,

p n1+n2+n3-3

s = variance of morning U or V

2
variance of midday U or V,

= variance of evening U or V,

n1 = number of observations in morning

set of U or V,

n2 = number of observations in midday

set of U or V,

n3 = number of observations in evening

setof UorV,

this case equals 3(z-) where z equals the in which
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ni. equals two and i equals the monthly mean, Therefore the morn-

ing, midday, and evening means are actually compared to the monthly

mean,

I also tested the possibility of the monthly mean U and the

monthly mean V being equal to zero, where I felt that the vector

(composed of U and V) might reasonably be expected to be the null

vector, with the Student 't' statistic (Wine, 1964),

The final statistic I used in the evaluation of this data was the

constancy indicator 'q' which is defined by Brooks, Durst, and

Carruthers (1946) as;

=
-r-

Where In equals the magnitude of the mean wind vector and

equals the mean scalar speed. Broo1s (1946) used the constancy

indicator as a means to determine the wind rose for upper air obser-

vations based on a few representative observations. Brooks (1953)

states that in a normal circular distribution the square of 'q1
gives

the approximate proportion of vector ends lying within a circle of

In from the center of the distribution (end of r), I interpret qt

as being a measure of the size of the mean angle between the individual

wind vectors and the mean wind vector, weighted more heavily by the

stronger winds. In equation form

= 1.cosB.
1 1
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Where equals 4 , s. equals the magnitude of the
th wind

vector, equals the mean scalar speed, and B. equals the angle be-

tween the mean wind vector and the
1th wind vector. My interpreta-

tion is developed in Appendix B.

The parameter 'q' is not dependent upon the number of vectors

and therefore can be used to compare any set of wind vectors with any

other set of wind vectors, 'q' will equal zero if the mean wind is

the null vector, and it will equal one if all the wind is in the same

direction.
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VI. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

The steadiest wind occurred in July when it was from the north.

Between July and September it shifted from steadily north to unstead-

ily south. The wind in October was less variable than the wind in

September and it was from thq southeast. The wind in March was very

unsteadily from the north; there is insufficient evidence to say that the

monthly wind vector was not the null vector at the 10% level. Between

April and July the wind shifted from steadily southwest to steadily

north, it was relatively unsteady in May and June. The wind speed

generally decreased from March to August and increased slightly in

September and October.

The U and V 95% confidence intervals for the components of

wind vectors were plotted on U-V fields producing rectangular areas

which I have called confidence areas. The confidence areas of the

monthly mean wind vectors, for each month, are displayed in Figure

3. Figure 4 displays monthly constancy indicator 'q' and monthly

mean scalar speed, both versus month. The scalar speed and the

U-V components are in knots; the U component is positive towards

the east and the V component is positive towards the north.

In order to determine if the wind regime in 1969 was unusual, I

compared it to data taken at Newport between 1936 and 1942. This

data is the only summarized data available for Newport (Pacific
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Northwest River Basins Committee, 1968). I summarized the data re-

corded by the South Jetty wind gauge in the same manner as was done

for the data taken between 1936 and 1942, which was a bivariate

(direction and speed) percentage frequency summary. Unfortunately I

do not know where in Newport the data was taken between 1936 and

1942. so I do not know anything about the possible orographic effects.

For each month (March through October), I compared the per-

centage frequencies for each of eight points between the 1936-1942

data and the South Jetty wind gauge data. I did not see any differences

greater than 20% except in three (out of sixty-four) cases. The wind

blew from the north at the South Jetty wind gauge 28. 3% more of the

total time during July, 1969, than it blew from the north during July,

1936-1942. The wind blew from the south at the South Jetty wind

gauge 22. 3% more of the total time during September, 1969, than it

blew from the south during September, 1936-194 2. The wind blew

from the east at the South Jetty wind gauge 32. 2% of the total time

during October, 1969, than it blew from the east during October,

1936-1942. This may be due to the exposure at the South Jetty wind

gauge to the north, the east, and the south as compared to the possible

exposure of the gauge in the city of Newport between 1936 and 1942.

I also compared the percentage of scalar speeds in each of four

speed classes for each month, I did not see any differences larger

than 20% except in three (out of thirty- two) cases. The wind blew 23%
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less in the three to thirteen knot class at the South Jetty wind gauge

than it did during April, 1936-1942. The wind blew 20. 5% less in the

three to thirteen knot class at the South Jetty wind gauge than it did

during May, 1936-1942, In May it also blew 23. 3% more in the four-

teen to twenty-seven knot class at the South Jetty wind gauge than it

did between 1936 and 1942. This tends to indicate that the wind had a

higher speed during April and May, 1969, than during April and May,

1936-1942. However, the mean wind vector for April and May came

from the southwest which is an exposed direction at the South Jetty

wind gauge. The location of the gauge between 1936 and 1942 may not

have been as exposed to the southwest as the one at the South Jetty.

Frequency versus direction histograms of March, April and July

show the possibility of a wind obstruction at 0259 histograms of all eight

months show a possibility of anobstructionbetween 110°andl4O°. Sev-

en months show a maximum or high local maximums in the frequency

versus direction histograms between 0000 and 0190 and between 0800

0
and 099 . All eight months show a maximum or a high 'ocal maximum in

the frequencyversus direction histograms between 1800 and 1990, The

frequency versus direction histograms are included as Appendix C.

All eight months data were characterized by a diurnal shift in

the wind. At least one component of the morning and the midday mean

wind vectors was rejected as being equal to a component of the monthly

mean wind vector at the . 05% significance level. At least one component
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of the evening mean wind vector was rejected as being equal to a corn-

ponent of the monthly mean wind vector at the 10%, or lower, signifi-.

cance level. In the morning the mean wind vector relative to the

monthly mean wind vector generally came from the east or southeast.

During the midday it came from the west or northwest, except in April

and September when it was slightly south of west. In the evening it

came from the nerthwest or north-northwest, except in June when it

was slightly east of north, The orientation of the diurnal shift, rela-

tim to the monthly mean, changed each month. This can be seen by

examination of the orientation of the morning, midday, and evening

confidence areas relative to the monthly confidence areas which are

shown for each month in Appendix D. The significance levels at

which the morning and midday mean V components were rejected as

being equal to the monthly mean V component (in favor of their being

less or greater respectively) were lower in the summer than they

were in the spring and fall,

Sine waves which represent single oscillations with a known

frequency can be computed from any two known points (Doodson and

Warburg, 1941). This technique can be applied to find sine curves

representing the mean diurnal shift in U and V. These sine curves

can be plotted on a U-V field producing an ellipse which represents

the mean diurnal fluctuation of the wind vector,
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In most every month there are at least a few data points which

were missing due to malfunctions. In March approximately nine days

were missing direction, speed, or both, In April the speed measuring

subsystem was virtually inoperable for the first one half of the month;

the statistics actually represent the wind regime for the second one

half of the month. In May there were seven observations in which

direction was not recorded. In June there were no missing observa-

tions. In July there were approximately four days during which speed

was not recorded. In August there were four observations in which

both direction and speed were missing. In September there were

fifteen observations in which direction was not recorded, In October

there were twelve observations in which both direction and speed were

missing.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

Thewind had a tendency to come from the north, the east, and

the south which leads me to conclude that the adjacent land has the

effect of channelling the wind into these directions. There was a

definite lack of recorded wind between 1100 and 1400 in all the fre-

quency versus direction histograms, which was especially disturbing

when the vector mean wind came from the southeast; this leads me to

conclude that the land to the southeast of the wind gauge obstructs

southeast winds. The obscured sector to northeast was not as pro-

nounced as the obscured sector to the southeast; in only three of the

frequency versus direction histograms was there a definite lack of re-

corded wind at 0250. In one of these months, April, the mean wind

vector was from the southwest which indicates that there was a paucity

of wind from the northeast regardless of the presence of the land,

Therefore, I can only conclude that the city of Newport has a very

small obstructing effect on the wind gauge, if it has any obstructing

effect at all. The city of Newport only fills a twenty-six degree sector

and it is not a high rise city, so its obstructing characteristics may

not be readily apparent on frequency diagrams with nineteen degree

class intervals. There is no reason to suspect that westerly winds,

except winds slightly west of south, are inflienced by the topography,

After examination of a topographical map of the area, I have
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come to the conclusion that the only thing which can be done about the

problem of obscured sectors is to be aware of their presence. The

topography rises to 250 feet at a distance of 1. 6 miles to the southeast.

It also rises to 500 feet at a distance of 3. 3 miles to the northeast,

There is insufficient evidence to infer that the data taken at the

wind gauge between March 3, 1969, and October 31, 1969, is not

typical of the wind regime at Newport. The seasonal wind shift during

1969 generally conformed to Kendrew's (1942) and Cooper's (1958)

work. The prevailing wind shifted from southwest in the last two weeks

of April to slightly west of north in July and then to slightly east of

south in September. The wind in March had a relatively high scalar

speed and was very unsteady. The October mean wind vector was

from the east-southeast; the October winds were steadier than the

September winds,

The diurnal shift in wind was apparent in all eight months and

was characteristic of a sea-land breeze relative to the prevailing wind,

Therefore, I can conclude that there is a prominent sea-land breeze

effect in the Newport wind regime between March and October, How-

ever, I can not say that it is a summer time phenomenon as opposed to

one which is present throughout the year. The orientation of the con-

fidence areas of the morning, the midday, and the evening mean wind

vectors, relative to the confidence area of the monthly mean wind

vector, generally rotates clockwise between March and July and
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counter clockwise between July and October, This rotation appeared

to be a seasonal change; however, I can not conclude that it is part of

a yearly cycle as this paper does not encompass a full year's data,

I originally divided each month into three sets of numbers, each

composed of measurements takendiring the same period of the day for

the entire month, to show the diurnal changes that I had qualitatively

observed in the Newport area. If I had wanted to show the sea-land

breeze explicitly it would have been better to divide the month into

more sets of measurements such as six, twelve, or possibly twenty-

four, This would show the mean diurnal path of the wind vector in

more detail. However, a figure containing six, twelve, or twenty-

four confidence areas for each month might not be as meaningful as

the confidence intervals would tend to be larger because there would

be less observations in each set.

A change in the wind direction and speed due to the frictional

differences between the land and the sea, as the wind passes over the

coast line, was not readily apparent, However, the difference in the

mean scalar speed between April and July could have been partly due

to this effect, In April the mean wind vector was from the southwest

and in July it was from the north;. the mean scalar speed in April was

greater than the mean scalar speed in July.

The most useful statistics to me were: the means of the scalar

speed, the means and variances of the components, and the constancy
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indicator 'q' , The statistics of the direction as I computed them

represent the statistics of a set of numbers between zero and 360

rather than the statistics for a radial set of measurements in which

0000 equals 3600 Therefore, they are not very useful in the study of

a set of vectors.



V III. RE COMMENDATIONS

The wind gauge should be connected to a recording device which

is compatible to the Oregon State University computer. This would

obviate the necessity of manually digitizing and key punching the data,

Digitizing and key punching are the principle sources of error now,

If an automated system were installed, these particular functions

woali be eliminated and, hopefully, most of the errors in the data

would be also.

This study should be continued to complete a year when the data

has been digitized and key punched. The complete year should com-

mence May 1, 1969, and continue until April 30, 1970, in order to

have a complete year without April, 1969. The data of April, 1969,

only represents the second one half of the month,

The winds observed at the South Jetty wind gauge should be corn-

pared with other coastal sources in order to better understand the

spacial variability of the Oregon coastal winds, They should also be

compared with geostrophic winds computed from pressure charts in

order to better understand the relationship between geostrophic winds

and observed winds, Hasse and Wagner (1970) made such a study in

the German Bight (approximately Latitude 54°N and Longitude 7°E) in

which they found three linear relationships between the geostrophic

wind and the observed wind, They suggest testing their results in a

different wind regime at a different latitude,
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APPENDIX A

Programs

1. Program WINDCOM. This program computes the mean direction

and mean speed, resolves them into components, and points out

possible errors,



.PRORAM WINDcO
C EUI' THE FCLLOWjN(,10FILE,?LP,=1NPUT FILE,FILF
__,DIMENSICN ANOR C24),EAS t24..,SCUi24) ,wgsc24)

1DTR(800) ,I\MILF L) ,UCCM (809) ,VCOM (800) ,PUCOM(0i),
2PVCOM(80O),DUc1(R0O.0VCrM(80O),KK(8O0),L(800),
3ML1(8O0),UE(80O) ,VER(800) ,A<NOT(80O) ,IHR(24)

25 EAD(1,5)
___5 .FORMAT(1HL ___________________________________-

IF(ECF( 1))GC T 141
READ(l'l) (ANCR(I) ,EAS(I) ,SOU(J) .WES(I) ,AMILE(1) ,T=l,24)

1 FORHAT(40F2.0)
IF(EOF(1))GC 10 141
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VC CM (K) AKNCT (K) *C3 CO.R ( K) )
DIR (K) =OIR (K) *57 .284

ri' 4r
- I V

150 LJCO1(K)VCCM(K).9E 99

140 CONTINUE

141 WRITE(61,4) K._WRITE (.10, L.____--
4 FOMAT(I4)

JK-3
200 j=4,J

N13
*--- I-i

O 250 LLN,tl
IF(UCCM(LL)

250 CONTINUE
..NIi ...

M1+3

IF(UCCM(LL).GE.9.00E 99) GO IC 2F,0

.270 CONTINUE
PUCCM(I)@.75*(UCC1(I_1)+I!C(I+1))0e*(

(I_3.).+UCPM ..

20..P1JC3M (I )=9.900E 9.__.____---.---
200 CONTINUE

PUCOM (1) PUCOM (2) PUCCM( )PUCOM(J+ 1) FC . J.+2)

i=PUCOMCJ+3)=9.900E 99
DC 300 j=4,J
NI-3

--*--.-,-----
DC 350 LLN,M
IF(VCCM(LL).GE.9.800E .99LG0....TC...... 3, ........................................................................

350 CONTINUE
.

iI3
.DO370 LLN,U ........

F(VCCM(LL).GE.9.00E 99) GO TO 363
370 CONTINUE

..........................................................................

PVCOM(I).75*(VCOM(I1)+VC0tjt1410.3O*(

360. PVCCM(I)=9.902E .9______*_-------------
300 CONTINUE

PVCOM(1)'VCOM(2) =PVCCM(3) =PVCC1(J+1)VCC1l.(J+
lPVCCM(J+3)9.9flOE 9q
DC 47Q I=I,K
F(UCOl(I).E..SE 99OP,PUCOM(I).GE.9.E 99)' T) 40

D(JCOM(I)AS(h1CCM.(.i)'YCU.)
TO 410

450 O'JCCM(I)9.9E 99
4j0 jF(VCCM(I).GE.9.RE 9q.CP.PVCC9(I).GE.9.E 99)GO T 41

DVCOM (I) r3S (VCC1 (I) pVCOM (1))
GO TO 40

451 DVCCM(J>9.9E q9 - .... ......... .

420 ONTINUE
DC 500 I+,J
hER C I) VFR C I) 0.0
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.KK(I)Nl(I)=L(1)=0
IF(DUCOM(I) .E.9.3E 99.CR.DUC1(T-1) .GE.9.E g9

R. DIJCCM ( 1+1) G. 9. EE 99 GcJ:5
_IF(DuCCri(I) ,GE,OUCZM(I-1) AND.OtJrCM(I) GE.DuCCi(1

510 IF(DVCCPi(I).(E.9.8E 99.R.DVCi(Tl).GE.9.E 99
515

COVCCM C I) .GE.D VCM Ui) .AND.DVCCM C I) ,GE.0 VC\1rI
.J+1.flMr1 (I ), :i.____.___

515 IF(PVCCM(I).LT.9.8E 99.ANr).uCr1(j) .GT.9.8E 99)'1i(j)=3
99,AND.UCC4(I).GT.9.3E99)L(I)3

IF(L(I) .E0.11) tiER(I)=ABs(O1JCC1(j)/( (UCCMt)+PUCOMCI)

_IF(MM(I) .E.i1) VER(flABS(DVCCM(1)/( (vCM(1) +P'/ccM(I)
___1?2a0))___

IF (MM (I) .EQ, 11.AND.L .EO. ii) (I) 11

50000NTINUE
WRITE (4,2) (DIR (I) ,AKNOT (1) ,UC 1(J) ,PUCCM () ,0JCM (I) 'L( t)

1LJER(Ij,VCOl(I),PVCO1CI),[)VCCM(flqMM(U,VER(I),K<(.Ij,I1,K)
2 FRMAT(F3.0,F2,0,3E16.3, i2,F5.2,3F:1o.3, 12, F .2 12)

700 EAD(1'3) NOATE
3FRMAT(I6///)

IF(ECF(1)) G TC 750
.READ(4,2)(DIR(I),AKNT(1).UCCM(I),PUCCMU),DtJCO'(T),L(I)

1UERCI) VC3M () 'VCCl(I) ,DVCM (I) ,M1 (I) VEi.(J) ,KK( 1=1,24)

D 740 11,24

740 IHRCI)14
_WRITEUO,9) NDATE,(0I(j) ,\KNT(I) ,UCCM(I) ,"!COM(I)
1,DUCM (I) L (I) , JE CT) VCC1(I) , PVcC1(I) ,IJVCCM fl Mt (J)
2VER(I),KK(I),I=1,4)

9FR4AT(I6, 2.(/,F3,0,F2,0,3E10.3,I2,F5.23E1r3.

WITE(,1I) NATE,(I1(I),rI9(t),AKNOTI),IJCC1(I),
jPUCM(I),D'JC1(T) 'L(I) 'tJR(1) ,VCCM(I),PYCC*(I) ,)cM(1)

_2i'1(I) ,VER(J) ,KK(1) ,I=1'24)
UFMAT.(1'I,

1SX,3E15.3,15,F5.?,13)
,,% .I..%J -----------------

750 PEWIND 10
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2, Program COMPOSIT. This program creates a final file, which

contains date, hour, direction, speed, and compPnents, from the

output of the previous program, It also substitutes the prediction

(if there is one) of a datum point for: missing datum points,



eS3 FORTRAN VERSION2,
PROGRAM COMPO5IT

.-.DIMENSION OIR(24) ,BKT(24)
1VCO1(24) ,PVCCM(?4) ,M(24) ,AUCOM(24) ,AVCOM(24) ,IHR(24)

REAl) (10,4) K

940 READ(1O,1) NDATE, (DIR(T),BKNOT(t),UCCM(I) ,PijrOj(I),
(ii

1 FORMAT(16,24(/,F3.0,F200,2EJO.3, 1OX,12,5X,2E10.3,
___i0XLL2i1iUi,_

IR=o___o93o I1,2&______ ______-__________ ______
IRIR+1

IF(L(I).EQ.3 GO TO c00_C1UcCa( j _______________________________________

910 IF(M(I).E).3) GO TO 920
iCCM(I) VCOU(j}

GO TO 95
____ _______________________________

95 I(DI(I).LT.99.0,A!D.BKNCT(T).LT,98.0)GO TO 910

IF(DIR(I).LT.993.O (O TO 934

IF(AVCOI(I).FQ.0.0.AND.AUCOM(T).NE.0.0) GO TO 9'ô

926 TDTR=1.57O9,

IF(PVCi'1(I).G1.0.0.MND.AUCOM(T).LT.0.0)Gv 10 9;'g
.IFTi4VC*tI).LT.O.0.AND.AUc1(t).GT

IF(AVCs1(t).LT.0.0.AtD.AVCCM(I).LT.0.0)G., Tv 937 -
GO TO 9J5

GO TO c.;35

GO TO 935
932
93 DIR (I) t)I1 (I) 57.2R1

IF(KNOr(I) .LT.9.0)oO -10-930
934 RNOT(I)=S0P r(AcCM(n**2I\vco(n*2)

ITE(11,2) NDATE,(fl[R(I),BKNOT(j),AIJCOM(I),
_-...4A/(4(.T ), i=i,-24)------_-----------

2 .FO1AT(I6524(/eF3.0F2e02E1O.3))
WITE(2'3) NDATE (IHP(I) ,DIRI) cKNCT(I) ,AUCOi(j------

C EQUIP 2,2'2 TO THE LINE PRINTER?????

3 FOflIAT(1X,16,24(/,5X,15,5x,2F5.0,5X,2E15.3))

IF(i.GE.K) GO TO 90
GO TO 940

950 E'I[JFILE 11
PEvJIND 11-
!Ni)



APPENDLX B

Constancy Indicator 'q'

Constancy indicator 'qt is an indicator of the variability of a

given set of wind vectors which varies between zero and one.
0

000

4 = -=- = .cosB.
S 3 3

I

= f(s.,ço.)
1 1 1

S. =
3 3

I = mean scalar speed

The following is the development of my interpretation of qt

By definition:

n = number of wind
vectors

n

'ci' j: L 5.sinp.
- 1u= n

n
2 21/2(II )
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s.s.sin.sin. SScos 1cos
/ 2

(Ti2+Vj2)2
n2

+
n2
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1 VV' ,1/2

=

1L L
ii05 (991_c7)J

ii

nfl
_2 _21/2 1 vv 1/2

(a) (u +v ) = -[ y s.s. cosa..]
L,L.j 13 13

ii

=

=

S.SIflç2.

+

S 0sq7.

r. s.sinp. I + s.cos. )

sisisin sin.

+

fi nfl
v-= iz

= ) ) s.s.cosa..Li L1L1 13
j

ii

scosicosj

n

n nfl

n ) r,° r ) ) sscosa.
Lii 13 13

j ii

From (a)
n

21/2 1 V'-'- _ 1/2
(b) (u +v )

=[n)r.,r]fi L3
3



n
2 1

v-s
1/2

U +V ) = In JJ ) s.cosB.]
n L' 3 3

3

n
1 1/2

= [nrJ s,cosB]n 3 j

j

1 2 1/2
= {n

J
r s cosB]

[J LcosB. ]1/2
3 3

S

.cosB. =
3 3

= LcosB.

S
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In several months the number of valid wind vectors was less than

the number of valid scalar speeds due to vane malfunctions. The

various statistics were calculated with all the available valid data0

Starting with (b):
n

(-2-2)1/2 1 - 1
= {n /2

n

Redefining n number of , (not s. );
3 3
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=
. II

J

m =

n2 21/2 1 1/2(u +v ) = [nIrI IrIL.cosBi]
-J

1 2 -- 1/2= {n As r ..cosB. ]n 3 3

TqI = A1.cosB.
3 3

If the missing values of J. are normally distributed about r. I

and Az1
3

lqT Z LcosB.
3 3

For the purposes of this study the difference in and are

negligible. The worst ratio of the number of wind vectors to the num-

ber of scalar speeds is 0. 947 which occurs in March. The only other

value of 'q' which is affected is May.
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APPENDIX C

Frequency Versus Direction Histograms
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APPENDIX D

Morning, Midday, Evening and
Monthly Confidence Areas
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